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PREFACE
The purpose of this paper is to present to the recider the theory
of operation, design, and construction techniques of a magnetic
reference unit which uses a reference flux produced by a dependable
permanent-magnet as a basic reference. The basic development work on
this device was accomplished at the U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station,
IiXyokem, China Lake, California. The laboratory work and much of the
reseai*ch which contributed to the writing of this thesis was done at
the Pacific Coast Division, Aerovox Corporation, Monrovia, California,
during the 19$$ winter term«
The writer wishes to express his appreciation to all those of the
Pacific Coast Division, Aerovox Corporation, who provided guidance and
assistance. In particular, thanks is expressed to Mr. Kenneth Goodman,
lir. Joe Chun and Mr. Robert D. Hallock. Sincere appreciation is also
expressed to Mr. Vlilliam Vfoodworth and Mr. Lang Sykes of the U.S. Naval
Ordnance Test Station, Inyokem, China Lake, California for their
technical assistance and helpful suggestions. The writer wishes to
express his deepest appreciation to his faculty advisor. Professor
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TABLE OF SBffiOLS AIID ABBRKVIATIONS
(Listed in the order of their use in the text)
d-c Direct current,
a-c Alternating current,
e Instantaneous voltage across coil A.
A
e_, Instantaneous voltage across coil B,
B
N Number of turns on the gate vriLnding.
g
Flu^ in maxwells.
C^ Saturation flux in max.rells.
s *
1 Exciting current, average value*
B
I Maximum value of the load current,
L max




I Control current, average value.
c
<X Saturation angle.
NI Ampere - tiims,
E Root mean square value of the sinusoidal voltage.
rms
t Frequency in cycles per second.
t Time.
B Flux density in gauss.
H Magnetizing force in oersteds, (l oersted r 2,021 NI
per inch)
iiinif Magnetomotive force.
N ' Number of turns on the control winding.
I
o
Average value of the output error current from the
magnetic reference unit.

R Input resistance to the anplifier or control device.
o
0) Angular frequency in radians per second.
L Inductance in henries.
F Magnetomotive force induced in to the core by the
m penaanent-^:nagnet flux.
i Change of current in the gate v/indings of the nuignetic
^ reference unit required to saturate the core when there
is a net direct imrif across the end leg of the core.
i A-c supply current just large enough to saturate the
core of the magnetic reference unit.
IL D-c resistance around each loop of the syinmetrical gate
** winding circuits of the magnetic reference unit.
R An equivalent d-c resistance defined by equation 21,
e
R Sum of the d-c resistance of the gate irindings and the
forward resistance of the crystal diodes.
u Permeability of tlie magnetic material evaluateo at the
appropriate maximum alternating flux density B
max.
a. Gross section of the iron in the core.
a Effective cross section of the air gap.
1 Length of the air gap.
a
1^ Llean length of the magnetic circuit in the iron core.
K A constant defined by equation 27.
H Coercive force of a permanentniiagnet.
c






The magnetic reference xinit discussed in triis paper is an applica-
tion of a saturable core reactor device combined with the stability of a
permanent-ciagnet to produce a static reference for sources of constant
voltage or current for use vrLth magnetic amplifier and transistor cir-
cuits or for reference purposes in radar and computer systems. The refer-
ence unit is an error detector device vrhich is used in a closed feedback
loop "With a high gain magnetic amplifier to foim a source of constant vol-
tage or current.
The application of saturable core reactors to the regulation of elec-
tric circTiits is not a new device, being first applied to tliis purpose in
1901 by C.F, Burgess and B. Frankenfield. /"l^-Z* Amplification proper-
ties of a saturable core device was published by E.F.W, Alexanderson in
19l6« Although saturable core devices have been used especially in the
field of control of electrical machinery during the past fifty years, the
Germans work in the field of magnetic amplifiers during V/'orld War II can
possibly be considered the rebirth of the magnetic amplifier, since they
improved the efficiency and time response and broadened its field of
application, Z"l^_7» '^^^ revolutionary development of magnetic ampli-
fiers and its application into the field of electronics in recent years
has been due to the development of nickel-iron-alloy core materials and
to improved rectifiers, C^J 9 snd to the efforts of a very large group
of investigators v/-ho have contributed to the field. /7l3_7»

The outstanding quality of magnetic amplifiers and other static
saturable core devices, especially for application in Naval Electronics,
is reliability. The reliability of saturable core reactors is comparable
to tliat of a conventional transformer and the life of a unit containing
rectifiers may be expected to be governed by the rectifiers used. Ger-
manium and silicon crystal rectifiers normally used in low powered imits
are rated at 60,000 hours for normal operational requirements, £'^^J»
This improvement in reliability over electron tube circuits has resulted
in considerable effort in the application of saturable core reactor cir-
cuits to the field of electronic devices vrhere their performance equals
that of electron tube circuits. Their application has extended into devel-
opment for application to radio, radar, and sonar equipnent and into appli-
cations in ccanputer circuits. /~U, 5> 18_7. In many of the applications
a reference is required for regulated output voltages for biasing pur-
poses or to provide a stable reference voltage source for circuit appli-
cations. In electronic circuits the voltage drop across a gas discharge
tube is a commonly used reference. Non-linear resistor and non-linear
heated metallic elements have also been used as reference devices. How-
ever, these devices often do not satisfy the desirable characteristics of
a low impedance device that vriLll provide a reasonably stable reference
"With high reliability for static magnetic circuits subjected to shock,
vibration and ivide temperature rsmges. The magnetic reference unit used
in conjunction with a high gain magnetic an^Dlifier is pi^sented as an
approach to satisfying these requirements. As an aid in understanding
the operation and construction of a source of regulated voltage conqDosed
2

of a magnetic reference unit used in conjunction with a high gain mag-
netic amplifier, chapters presenting the tiieory of operation of a mag-
netic angjlifier, a magnetic reference unit and the design considerations
of a magnetic reference unit are included.

CHAPTER n
THEORY OF OPERATION OF SATURABLE REACTORS
Both the magnetic amplifier and the magnetic reference unit dis-
cussed in this paper are saturable reactor devices. In a paper by
William H. Elliot /~7_7 a saturable reactor, which may be a simple sat-
urable reactor, saturable-core reactor, d-c controllable reactor, sat-
urable transformer or a magnetic amplifier are defined as
iron-cored inductors whose a-c vrinding impedance is controlled
through saturation of the core effected by a magnetomotive force
under control of an auxiliary d-c winding.
The magnetic amplifier is a device using saturable reactors either
alone or in combination •vrith other circuit elements to obtain am-
plification or provide control.
While the magnetic reference unit could possibly be used iTith other types
of high gain amplifiers to furnish a current or voltage supply, consider-
ations of current gain, pov/er output required and reliability are satis-
fied by a high gain magnetic aii^lifier. During the past fifty years there
have been many forms of magnetic amplifiers described and many of these
types have been codified according to an orderly system presented by
James G, l.liles. C^J* "^^^ amplifier requirements for use vriLth the
magnetic reference unit appear to best be satisfied by the self-satura-
ted magnetic amplifier utilizing positive feedback. Therefore the follow-
ing discussion Yri.ll be limited to the elementary magnetic amplifier for
the fundamental theory of operation and to the self-saturating circuit.
1. The elementary magnetic amplifier.
The elementary magnetic anplifier of a s:lmple series connection is
shown in Figures lA emd IB and consists of tvro ferromagnetic circuits
h

wound "VTith -fcwo identical lo-jd current or "^ate" vrLixlin^s and a common
control curi-ent vrLncing, Z~ll> ^J • ^o avoid the induction of the
fundai.iental of the supply voltage into the d-c co..trol vrLnding, the gate
windings are connected so that the load current vri.ll tend to produce
fluxes in the opposite direction tlirough t'ne control v/inding, V/ith the
gate vriLndings connected series aiding and th.e control v\d.ndings connected
series opposing as illustrated in Figure 10, the fundamental and the odd
harmonics of the supply voltage induced in the control "windings cancel
each other, HotTevcr, the even liarmonics circulate in the loiT impedance
control circuit, giving "natural" magnetization of the core, /~6, 10_7.
The gate vfindings are shovm in series, but they could also be connected
in parallel. The magnetic circuit may be on a single tliree leg core.
Figure lA, or on separate toroidal cores. Figure IB, The three leg single
core has the disadvantage that le^ikage flux has some effect upon the mag-
i¥etic amplifier.
In order to simplify the exrjlanation of the mode of operation, it is
helpful if certain assumptions are raade: the niagnotization curve possess-
es an idcaJ-iaed shape, tiie load is a resistive load, the control circuit
resistance is relatively Io^t and a pure direct current is aprliod to the
control windings, and the a-c supply voltage is a sinusoidal voltage.
From Farcda^^'s Lav7 of I.Iagnetic Induction the relation between the
voltages across the gate vrLndings of the series connection sho\'m in Figure
IC and the supply voltage may be expressed \iY

Cii> V>.^-8
or the change in core flux may be given by
8
where N is the ninnber of turns of the gate trlnding for each core.
g
Since the permeability of the core material used in d-c controlled sat-
urable reactors is large when the core is unsaturated, the supply voltage
will be divided across e,. and eg (tliis neglects a small I^ FL drop across
the load due to the exciting current). V/lion the cores go into saturation
at points c and g of Figure 2A, then the voltage drop across the load
resistor is equal to the supply voltage. Tliis implies tliat the theoreti-
cal maxiinum average current that can flow through the load, assuming both
cores completely saturated over the fi-iU cycle of the supply sinusoidal
voltage, is
^ max ^ Rjj
For a nogligble value of control current (assume I is zero) and a
moderate value of supply voltage which does not cause saturation of the
cores, the voltage drop across the gate windings vfill be equal to the
supply voltage and the output current will be zero due to the liigh reac-

tive inpedance across the coils. For a sinusoidal voltage the flux
variation will be a cosine function (equations 3 and h) which varies
along the path f-a-b-a^f of Figure 2A» The voltage and flux wave form
relations are shov/n in dotted lines in Figure 3» If thq supply voltage
is increased in raagnitiide until the flux in Figure 2A is varying along
the path h-a-d-a-h the cores will saturate at some angle oC and c<. -hTT
of the supply voltage, normally termed the "firing" or saturation angle.
Vifhen the core saturates, further cliange of flux in the core can no longer
e
take place so e. and Bt, drop essentially to zero, load current of
^i,
- "p"
fla\Ta and the supply voltage is dropped across the load resistor until
the cfore returns to the unsaturated state. The pesik value of the supply
voltage and the nunber of turns on the gate windings are normally adjus-
ted so tliat the flux varies just to the saturation point of the flux path
with no control current flowing, that is along path g-a-c of Figure 2A«
Referring to Figure IB, we note that for control current flowing,
flux is introduced into core A and core B in opposite directions.
NI = Ug\ +Nclc for core A (6)
NI - Nglj^-Nclc foT core B (7)
Thus we would expect core A to be going into saturation on the half cycle
when core B is coning out of saturation when control current is flowing.
With core A in saturation, the gate vrinding of core A can no longer
support a voltage e.. Figure IC, and its control winding has no imped-
£Uice. Neglecting any control circuit inpedance, the control willing of
core B is then short circuited, causing a collapse of voltage e also.
B

With the collapse of voltages across the gate windings, a load current
flOTTS until core A comes out of saturation, Tnis flar of load current
• No
through the gate vfinding of core B induces a current
^c~^LiTj ^'^^° "^-^®
control circuit. V/ith neither core in saturation, the gate -windings
present a high impedance in the load circuit and a negligible load
current floors in the circuit. Assuning the ideal magnetization curve.
Figure 2A, bot'i the load current and the control current are zero when
neither core is in saturation. Similarly on the other half cycle of the
supply voltage, core B goes into saturation at OC + TT and can no longer
support the voltage e . V/ith core B in saturation the control vrLnding
of core A is short circuited causing a collapse of voltage e.# .iith the
collapse of the coil voltage, load current again flows and the gate wind-
ing of coil A induces current in the control winding in the sane direction
as that induced by coil B due to the control vrLndings being connected
series opposing. Thus there are tavo unidirectional puJLses of cuj^rent in
the control circuit for each full cycle of the supply voltage. The aver-
age value of these even hannonic current pulses is equal to the d-c level
of control current vmich is dcteri.dned by the control circuit d-c vol-
tage and the control circuit resistance. Tiiis control current changes
the average flux level in each core. For instance, referring to Figure
2A, a control voltage level can set (p^ of core A to point b and (P^
of core B to point f, where Wq represents the average flux level for
the core over the flux cycle. The flux of core A woiild traverse the path




Noting the solid line wave forms of Figure 3 over one cycle of
operation, let us assume as a starting point Ta-'^st core B flux
rising out of saturation at '0-=0 for a supply voltage of e = ^ sin -G- •
Note that the average value of the fliuc for each core is no longer zero
due to the control current floiving vrith an impressed d-c control voltage,
E , From 0^"S-<c< neither core is in saturation and both the load
current and control current are instantaneously zero. VAien ~0- — c?C
the flux of core A reaches point c on the magnetization curve, Ncfw ya^'^^S
vriLth core A in saturation until -Q- = TT and load current flows over tliis
interval inducing a current in the control circuit. Both cores are un-
saturated for the interval 7f < -O- < c< -f- 7T and again the load and control
currents are zero. At -^ = oC+TT the flux of core B reaches point g on
the magnetization curve, causing -Og = — -0"^ vrLth core B remaining in
saturation until
-O- = STT . Load current YriJ.1 flo^v over the interval
tliat core B is in saturation, inducting a current in the control circuit.
Tlie foregoing cycle of events recurs periodically with the frequency of
the supply voltage
.
The a-c supply voltage is necessary to furnish a
power source and to carry the core flux into and out of saturation. The
d-c control current level c-etemines the average core flux, the satura-
tion angle od
^
and thus controls the magnitude of the load current.
The rectified average value of the load c^-irrent and the average value of
the control c\irrent are related by





-in the limits of the permissible values for the load current (equation
5).
The control characteristics for the elementary magnetic amplifier,
assuming idealized rectangular magnitization curve, is sho'.'m in Figure
1|A. Figure UB shoiTs tiie control characteristics for a typical magniti-
zation curve with hysteresis losses illustrated in Figure 2B, Note that
the load current does not go to zero in Figure 2B, for an exciting ciirrent
flOTfS in the load cir*cuit which does not change the flux level in the core
material but overcomes the coercive forces of the core material and eddy
cuitrent losses, Tlie relation between the load current, the exciting
current, and the saturation current is
1,3 If + I,, (9)
Tlie exciting current is nonaally very small compared to the saturating
current for good magnetic amplifier core materials and \ras neglected in
the preceding idealized discussion* The round knee at the top of the con^
trol cliaracteristics is caused by the similiar round knee of the magniti-
zation cur^e, Tlie poirer gain of the amplifier is given by
G- useful load po^ey _ I,^ Rt, _ Nc f?L,cofitroi source power " ys p ~ Tj^~D— ^^°^
The time constant of the amplifier is directly proportional to the gain
of tlie amplifier and inversely proportional to the frequency of the povrer
supply. The gain to time constant ratio for the elementary magnetic
amplifier is theoretically a constant value of four cycles of the po'.ver
supply frequency, /"llj^. Therefore the gain can only be increased at
the price of an increase in the time constant of the atrrolifier.
10

Note in Figure UB that the out:>ut current does not depend on the polar-
ity of the control current, but only on its magnitude* The output nay
be made to depend on the polarity of the control current by the addition
of a d-c v/inding called the "bias" ivinding to supplement the control
T/inding and thus shift the I„ = line of the control characteristics to
the right as shovm by the dotted line on Figure i|B, giving a quiescent
operating point at point X. If the turns ratio of the control Yd.nding
turns to gate vvinding turns is made large in order to obtain gain, the
response time of the arplifier becomes very long. Because of this pro-
perty, a normal procec'ure in the use of magnetic amplifiers is to make the
ratio of control winding turns to gate winding turns approximately unity
and utilize positive feedback to obtain the desired gain#
2« Tlie effects of positive feedback*
Tlie average paver gain per cycle of the amplifier can be raised sig-
nificantly by the use of positive current feedback, Tliis feedback is
usually accomplished in either one of tiTO methods. The load current may
be rectified and fed back on a separate feedback vrinding in the same polar-
ity as the control winding to give external positive current feedback to
the elementary series connected amplifier or by use of the self-satura-
ting circuit in which the cun^ent feedback is accomplished by the use of
rectifiers in parallel connected gate v/inding circuits, A method of util-
izing external positive current feedback in the elementojy series connec-
ted circuit is illustrated in Figure 5» V/ith a low control circuit im-
pedance the operation of the saturable reactor is the sane as previously
given except that the ampere-turns of the feedback winding assists the
U

control -winding ainpere-t\rms in equalizing the gate vrLnding ampere-
turns, tlius reducing the req\iired control winding ampere-turns by the
number of feedback winding ampere-turns. The relationsMp between the
control vrinding ampere-turns and the gate and feedback ampere-turns
becomes,
IcNc = luNj -If N^
"Where 1^=1. for the series connection, so
IcNc = IuN3(l--^) ax)
and "Ti— becomes the feedback factor.
The affect of positive current feedback on the control ciiaracter-
istic curves results in a skewing of the characteristic curve. This is
illustrated graphically in Figures 6k and 6B. Also note that as the feed-
back factor approaches unity, near maximum output current is obtained
vrith zero control current, vrhereas the load current vras at a minimum val-
ue for zero control current in the elementary amplifier Tfithout feedback,
3# Tlie self-saturating magnetic amplifier.
The number of feedback turns required to obtain a 100/j positive
feedback factor raa^'' be greatly reduced by the use of internal feedback
in the amplifier, cormonly referred to as a self-saturated magnetic ampli-
fier or Mplistat • A center-tap self-saturating circuit is illustrated
in Figure 7* There are other self-saturated circuit configurations to
meet various applications, C'^^J*
X General Electric Co, Trade Hark
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The center-tap circuit of Figure 7 is equivalent to the external feedback
circuit of Figiire ^ T,vlth 100% feedback. The self-saturated circuit per-
mits better use of the vrLnding area of the core, as fevTer turns of wire
are required to obtain comparable control characteristics. The actual
shape of the control charaoteristic is influenced by the hysteresis loop
of the core material and Lmperfections of the rectifiers, being adversely
affected by slo"^ saturation of the core material, hysteresis and eddy
current losses, and back leakage of the rectifiers^ With square I-iyster-
esis loop core rruiterial and negligible back lealcage of the rectifiers,
the maxinrum value of output current ivill be obtained with zero control
current as illustrated in Figure 8. 'Jhe wave shapes of the self-satura-
ting magnetic amplifier closely resemble those of the previously dis-
cussed elementaiy magnetic amplifier but its mode of operation is somewhat
different due to the effects of the feedback. In order to consider the
mode of operation of the self-satiirating circuit of Figure 7 refer to the
wave forms of Figure 9. For explanation purposes, assume constant forv'vard
resistance and infinite back resistances for the rectifiers, low imped-
ance control circuit, and rectangiilar dynamic hysteresis loops. It is
also assumed t?iat the air core inductive reactance of the saturated cores
are negligible compared to the load resistance and the resistances are
negligible compared to the inductive reactance vrhen the cores are not
saturated. Th.e a-c voltage is sinusodial iTith a peak value of sufficient
magnitude to cause a sinusodial flux si^/ing equal to the saturation flux,
i.e., E^^^ = 4.4 4 f ^s Nj iO'^
V/ith the circuit in steady state condition at time, t = 0, a
13

positive going voltage is applied to c -)il A and the flux of core A and
core B are at point 1 on their respective dynamic B-H loops, A sharp
rise of the small exciting current in coil A moves the operating point
to point 2 Tfhere the 'flux change may taJce place in core A along tlie ver-
tical sides of the B-H loop. Tliis exciting current is very small com-
pared to the load current. The gate voltage of coil A transfonns into
the control vrinding and induces a sharp rise of control current in the
control circuit, since there is no flux cliange in core B as the opera-
ting point moves from points 2 to 3« As the rising line voltage is
dropped across the inductive reactance of coil A, due to the change of
the flux of core A in moving from points 3 to hp the coil voltage, e.,
neglecting any voltage drop in the control circuit, is transformed into
coil B, causing the flux of core B to reset to point k» Current flovf
through coil B is prevented on this half 'cycle by the rectifier in the
circuit. At operating point U, the line voltage reaches the saturation
angle oC , core A goes into saturation and load current begins to flow
through coil A, With core A in saturr.tion, there is no longer a trans-
formed voltage into the control circuit and the control current returns
to zero, moving the operating point to point ^ on the B-H loops. Load
current flov/s through coil A until the line to neutral voltage reaches
zero, determining operating point 6 on the B-H loops. Similar action
takes place on the next half cycle, ifith current flofVY through coil A
being prevented by a rectifier and coil B controlling the load current
and resetting the flux level in core A, The operation of the circuit is
periodic vd-th the applied a-c voltage,'
m

The average value of the control ciirrent depends upon the d-c
level of the control voltage source and the resistance of the control
circuit as noted in the elementary magnetic amplifier circuit. It may be
noted that v»'ith an average value of control current of zero the flux
reset would be very small and near maximum load current would flow. The
saturation angle oC is determined by the peaic value of the supply vol-
tage and the d-c level of the control current. The output is therefore
also sensitive to supply voltage change unless the self-saturated circuit
is used in a push p\ill arrangement or a compensating voltage-sensitive
bias vdjiding is added to the cijxuit. Z~l6J7,
For proper operation of the circuit it is important that the two
cores iiave closely balanced magnetic properties so tliat the two cores
reach saturation at corresponding saturation angles on the positive and
negative lialf cycles* I\n^r back current fla./ tm-ouijh the diodes v/ill have
a demagnetizing effect on the cores and reduce amplification, Th.e reduc-
tion of gain due to a finite back cui-rent flovr tlirough the diodes may be
compensated by the use of an external positive feedback winding. Since
the back current flow through a diode has a demagnetizing effect on the
core, it is important tliat the diodes also be matched for back resistance.
The diodes are often» shmited by a "spoiling" resistor to reduce the effect
of change of diode back resistance vrLth temperature and aging, Silicon
diodes are navr available, which have a very high back resistance over a
large temi^erature range, that are an effective improvement for many mag-
netic amplifier circuit applications.
Self-saturated magnetic amplifiers also tend to lose control of the
15

current in circuits with a higlily inductive load, \7ith an inductive
load, a decaying load current tends to flavr in the rectifier of the gate
vanding circuit after the duty cycle has been completed, giving simul-
taneous conduction of load current by both rectifiers, Thj.s action is
called "commutation" and nay be overcome by shunting the inductive load
vrith a capacitor or a coirmutation rectifier, which provides a return path
for the inductive discharge, /~l6J7«
16





















A typical hi,^h permeability
core material magnetization curve
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Theoretical wave forms for an elementary series connected d-c controlled
sat\irable reactor vdth low control circuit impedance.
A, Suppl\i Volts
a Co, I Volts
C, Load Voltacje ^
0. Core A Flux
E. Core B Fl
Gr, LoaA Currtnf ^l
H. Control Current J





Sketch of an idealized control characteristic
re <^ io 7\
Bxi^'ifi'fif I C urrent ^^^lOn
vv/T/i bias
Figure 4B













Elementary series connected magnetic amplifier







Sketch of the control characteristics of an elementary magnetic










Basic center - tap self-saturating circuit vdth d-c output .
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Figure 8 • Typical control characteristic for a self-saturated






A LIAGIJETIC REFEREl'JCE UNIT
In regulation or control systems it is often necessaiy to compare
the quantity to be controlled vd.th a reference quantity, thus producing
an error to actuate a correction c;evice v/hich tends to maintain the con-
trolled quantity at a fixed value. In chapter I it was pointed out that
several devices h^ve been used for reference purposes. For use ivith mag-
netic amplifier circuits, it is often desirable to have a low impedance
device which can be more easily matched vrith the low impedances usually
found in these circuits and also provide equal reliability. Two static
devices tliat may be used are a sn.turating transforroer reference and a
permanent - magnet biased saturable-core reactor. Z~l6_/«
The saturating transformer is a transformer in which the input vol-
tage is of sufficient magnitude to saturate the core on each half cycle*
The area represented by the integral of the secondary voltage is a con-
stant for a transformer constructed vrith square hysteresis loop core
materials and supplied -vrith a voltage of constant frequency, C^J» The
basic reference property of this device depends on a saturation flux for
the particular core used. If the frequency of tlie power source cannot be
relied upon to remain constant, either compensation for the effect of
frequency cliange must be incorporated or the permanent - magnet biased
sa.turable-core reactor may be used. A permanent - magnet biased satura-
ble reactor type of reference unit 'vrill be discussed and referred to
specifically as "a magnetic reference unit".
23

! Theory of Operation.
The mode of operation of the magnetic reference unit closely re-
senbles the operation of the anplifiers discussed in Chapter II for flux
variation of the cores, the primary difference being in circuit configura-
tion and biasing, The circuit diagram of the magnetic reference unit is
illustrated in Figure 10. It is composed of two symnetirLcal magnetic cir-
cuits utilizing a tiu*ee leg magnetic core, a i:>ermanent-magnet across an
air gap, a d-c control ivlnding linlcing each magnetic circuit and two
symmetrical gate winding circuits. The permanent-m<-ignet developes in each
magnetic circuit a mmf, v^hich depends on the strength of the permanent-
magnet, the reluctance of the shunting air gap, and the reluctance of
the magnetic paths in the core material. The control iTindings, N_, C-i.rry-
ing a d-c current, I , develop a mmf -.rhich opposes the mmf developed by the
permanent-magnet. The gate vfindings, N , are connected in parallel across
O
an a-c supply voltage wliich has a pealc value of sufficient magnitude to
saturate each core leg. If the mmf generated by the control winding is
equal to the mmf produced by the permanent-magnet in eaoh magnetic circuit,
the tvTo gate vfindings will saturate their respective legs of the magnetic
circuits at the same saturation angle of the a-c supply voltage half
cycle and equal currents "vrill floir in the two symmetrical gate winding
circuits, assuming equal turns and resistance for the two circuits. V/ith
equal load resistors, R. , the output current, I , through the load, R ,
will be zero. If the mmf generated by the control vrindings does not equal
the mmf»defveloped by the permanent-magnet, an aiding net flux will be
developed in one magnetic circuit causing an earlier saturation angle and
an opposing net flux in the other magnetic circuit causing a retarded
2h

satxiration angle. This action v/ill res\ilt in an increase in current
in one cii'cuit gate winding and a decrease in current in the other.
Thus there vfiU be an \mbalanced voltage drop across the equal load re-
sistors, causing a net output current, I , to flow. The polarity of the
output current "vrill aepend upon the polarity of unbalance between the
rainf generated by the control windings and the permanent-magnet. The unit
is therefore an error detector vfhich utilizes a permanent-magnet as a re-
ference. If this error c\irrent, I , is then used to control an amplifier,
which provides the current source for the control current, a feedback
loop is formed irliich provides a constant current or voltage system util-
izing a permanent - magnet as a reference. A feedback loop for a constant
























2. Analysis of the magnetic reference circuit. 1.
^- Partially talcen from a conference paper presented at the AIEE
Smianer and Pacific General Meeting, June 19$hs ^^ Angeles, California.
"A Magnetic P^ference Unit", V^illiam WoodvTortli, dated 11 llarch 19^h»
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The circuit to be aiialized is illustrated in Figure 10, The core
itself is composed of 100^ interlaced F type laminations of saturable
magnetic material vrLth the center leg broken hj an air gap vfhose reluc-
tance is approximately one tenth the reluctance of either outer leg. The
purpose of the air gap is to prevent the shorting of the magnetic flux
from the reference magnet. All the reluctance of each magnetic circuit
is assumed to be across the outer legs of the three leg core since the
core area of the other legs is made considerably larger by the use of
added T laminations to the center leg. The purpose of these added lamin-
ations is to prevent interaction betireen the tv/o magnetic circuits.
Considering one loop of the circuit of Figure 10 and neglecting the
effects of the capacitors, the voltage across the gate vfinding for the
unsaturated core may be v;ritten as
e^---L^ (12)
Integrating, the current in the loop is given by
for a sinusodial supply voltage if the d-c resistance of tlie circuit is
assumed small compared to the inductive reactance. If tlie core material
saturates at an angle oC^ of the supply voltage vd.th a current of i.
being just large enough to saturate the core, then
(Xg = c o s' 1 - .„
^]
Let F be the ramf drop of the permanent-niagnet flux across the end
m
legs of the core and N^^c ^® ^^® ^"^ ampere-turns from the control vrind-
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ing opposing the imnf of the permanent-magnet. Now if v/e define i^ ftS the
change of current in the gate TdLndlngs required to saturate the core
Yfhen there is a net direct ramf across the end leg, this current may be
•vTritten from equation 8 as
If F = N I there vn.ll be no net flux nor a difference current and the
m c c
saturation angle i^ill be given by equation Jhm If F^^^ ^ U^l^ the satura-
tion angles for the tvTo symmetrical circuits lYill be changed differentially
and may be expressed as
ex, = cos-' l-(ic+ii)-^ (16)
The half-cycle vrave form of the current in a gate winding, illus-
trated in Figure 11, •vvlll be similar to tlie vrave forms of Figure 9 dis-.
cussed in chapter II» The current wave form irith the core in saturation
is represented as i, and is limited by the resistance of the loop. The
current for the non-saturated core is represented as ±r?, which is very
small compared to the magnitiKie of 1^, and is primarily limited by the
inductive reactance of the gate vrinding. The saturation angles when in-
fluenced by a net d-c ramf are represented as oC^ and oC^ as given in
equations l6 and 17» Therefore, if v/e neglect the small exciting current,
i^, the d-c output current may be approximately detenained by the average
height of the area bounded by oC, , c<- and t, •
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The equivalent d-c circuit for one loop ivlth the core in satur-
ation is illustrated in Figure 12 and shows the division of current betv/een
the resistor, R , and the load, R • '^he loop current -.vill be given by
Li ^




represents tlie d-c resistance around each loop and R is the saiii of the
d-c resistance of tlie gate winding, IJ • and the crystal diode forv'/ard










Re= R^(2R,+ R.) + R, + R, (21)
It then follows from equations l6 and 1? that the output current.





Sin oC do:: (22)





ttN ||i(2R, + R,)4R,.R,J (23)
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Equation 23 cives the output current as a function of control current,
neglecting the effect of the shunting capacitors. Consideration of the
. capacitors shunting IL complicates the analysis and their primary
effect noted experimentally was to increase the output current for a
piven value of I by approxLmately ^0% as shw^m in Figure 13. Figure 13
c
is a plot shovring the variation of output current through a 500 ohm load
•VTith variations of control current for an experimental model constructed
by the author. The value of the capacitor is not critical as long as the
IL G time constant is large compared to the period of the supply voltage
frequency.
Equation 23 denotes some interesting characteristics which result
from the symaetry of the circuit of Figure 10, The output current is a
linear fiinction of the control current for a constant frequency. This is
illustrated experimentally in Figure 13 • The value of the control current
which determines zero output is independent of the supply voltage fre-
quency, which affects only the sensitivity of the unit. The output
current is independent of the magnitude of the supply voltage as long as
it has a sufficient magnitude to cause saturation of the core material
during the a-c half cycle. The circuit itself is not critically depen-
dent upon the core material used as long as it conveniently saturates
during the a-c half cycle for the desired magnitude of a-c voltage.
Since the sensitivity of the magnetic reference unit is of impor-
tance for practical applications, it vrill be useful for design consider-
ations to obtain an expression for the cliange of output current with
cl-ianges of control current in terms of selectable design parameters.
29

KLfferentiating equation 23 vdth respect to the control current gives
(21;)
die TlN^Re
Now, assuming the core material of one magnetic circuit loop to be of
uniform cross sectional area, the inductance of an iron - cored coil
subjected to an alternating magnetization corresponding to a maximum a-c






Inductance in hemys -L-a n (25)
r +
vrhere
N - number of turns
1. z length of the magnetic circuit in iron
"u. - permeability of the magnetic material evaluated at the appro-
priate maximum alternating flux density B
a. - cross section of the iron in the core
a - effective cross section of the air gap (vd.ll generally be
some^rhat greater than the measured cross section of the air
gap because of the fringing flux)*
1 z length of the air gapa
Thus for a core of selected m-aterial and dirr.ensions, the inductance
-Z Radio Engineer's liandbook, F,E. Terman (McGraw - liiU Book Co. Inc.)













Combining equations 26 and 2k gives
JI R,
(28)
and substituting for R from equation 21, rearraiiged, gives the cliange
e
of output current for ciianges of control current.
aio
^2^ f Nc Nj
Equation 29 gives the sensitivity of the magnetic reference unit,
neglecting the effect of the shunting capacitors, in terns of the fre-
quency of the povTer supply, the number of turns on the control and gate
































Equivalent d-c circuit for
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The design of a magnetic reference unit ivill be influenced to
some extent by the application to which the unit is to be applied, i.e.,
the load into vrhich the unit v/ill vrork, sensitivity requirements, control
povrer available, a-c supply source available, weight and space limit-
ations, and the environmental coixlition und.er wliich the unit must perform.
The units constructed by the author for experimental purposes vrere designed
T/ith the consideration of utilizing the magnetic reference unit in a
closed feedback loop vrlth a liigh gain magnetic amplifier to form a
stabilized paffer source of 10 volts (d-c) capable of supplying loacis of
100 to 300 milliamperes in an environmental condition of variable temper-
ature, vibration and relative humidity vrlth an a-c po^'rer source of 35
volts (rms) at 1;00 cps frequency vrLth variations of 10^ in magnitude and
frequency^ The primary experimental efforts of the author vrere devoted
to considerations of construction which might better permit the msmu-
facturing of identical magnetic reference units witidn close toler.-mces
vd.thout the requirements of excessively'' rigid manufacturing tolercinces*
These considerations of possible construction techniques v/ill be pointed
out v/here applicable.
It should be called to the readers attention that the design pro-
cedure presented in this paper cannot be expected to give exact insults
due to necessary approximations and estimates of exjoected values that
are made. Ho^vever, it is believed that tlie simplified straightfonward
3h

procedures provide a basis for a first trial design that will enable the
design engineer to achieve the desired resiilts.
1, Considerations of the magnetic circuit*
Tlie magnetic circuit vrLll be composed of a core of magnetic
material vrith a permanent-magnet to induce the reference flux into the
core material. Prom considerations of manufacturing and cost, the unit
should be assembled from commercially available components, Tliis suggests
the use of an externally attached magnet to supply the reference flux to
the core* Tiierefore the magnet v/ill have to be placed across an air gap
in order to prevent the shorting of the magnet flux# Tito symmetrical
electric circuits, to be discussed in a later paragraph, are utilized to
provide an error current which is dependent on the reference flux* This
factor leads to the requirement of tvj-o identical magnetic circuits vri.th
equal reference flux in each circuit. The foregoing considerations suggest
the use of a three leg magnetic core vriLth the permanentnnagnet mounted
across an air gap in the center leg and the vrindings of the electrical
circuits placed on the tivo outside legs* Tito magnetic circuits of equal
characteristics may be formed v/ith a minimum of interaction between the
flux of the U'io circuits if the total reluctance of the magnet circuit
can be approximately considered to occur in the outside legs, wliich
support the vdndings of the electrical circuits* A core of magnetic
material to meet the above requirements may be readily fabricated by the
use of 1005^ interlaced F type laminations which are cominercially avail-
able* These laminations perroit the fabrication of a three leg core v^ith
an air gap in the center leg that may be spaced to give a satisfactory
3^

conjpronrise between reluctance and reference fliix. The significant reluc-
tance drop in the magnetic circuits may be concentrated in the outside
legs by the addition of a few T type laminations to tlie center leg or the
addition of a fexi I type laminations across the top and bottom of the
trxee leg core since the center leg of the F laminations are of greater
width than the ot'^er legs. The physical size of the laminations selec-
ted \Till be determined by the wincicr.? area required for tlie electrical
circuit windings.
By referring to equations 2i|. and 2$ in Chapter III, it is noted tliat
the sensitivity of the unit depends upon the gate -.Tiixling inductances,
wliich in turn depend upon the permeability of the core material to some
extent. This suggests tliat a high permeability core material might be
desirable, illso the core material must saturate during the half cycle of
the a-c supply voltage for proper operation of the unit. The supply vol-
tage required for saturation of the core material is given by the gener^
ally familiar equation
Etr^^^-^-^^fNaiB^ax ^10'^ ^°lt5 (30)
where f b frequency in cycles per second
N S number of turns
a^ c net core area
B B maxmum flux ^ensity in lines per unit area .
max
la orfier to readily saturate the core material iroca the relatively
lofw a-c supply voltage of 35 volts (rms), it v/as desirable to select a
core material 7d.th a relatively lovf maxinvua flux density.
There are possibly other considerations of core materials which
have been overlooked by tlie author. Ilor.vever, from the factors dis—
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cussed, it is believed tb.at a reasonable choice of core material may-
be made. From materials available, the author used 6 nil type 52 F
laninations of hymu "80"# A unit was also assembled using size ^2 F
laminations of liigh permeability "U?" metal v/hich gave comparable re-
sults ivith the hynu "80" core except that it required a higher satura-
tion voltage due to a iiiglier saturation flux density. It is suggested
that the magnetic reference unit might also be designed to perform satis-
factorily vfhen constructed vjlth lamination of silicon steel, although
use of this material has not been verified experimentally by the author.
By reference to equations 23 and 29, vre note that the magnitiide of
the reference flux, F , induced into the magnetic circuit by the per-
maiient - magnet rias an effect on t:ie sensitivity of the unit and the
poirer requirements of the control v^-indings, Tlie ampere-turns, IN , of
the control vrLndings must cancel the reference flux for tlie unit to give
zero output. If the required control current is chosen at a relative
loaT level to conserve poi,Ter drain on the source, the strength of the re-
ference flux directly determines the required control winding turns, N
,c
\Thich directly affect the sensitivity of the unit. The permanent - mag-
net should have a high coercive force, H , and a high retained residual
flux, Bp, which does not significantly change vn.th sliock, vibration and
temperature change for the norraally expected environmental condition. It
should also be of small physical size to be conveniently assembled rrLth
-^ llagnetic Lletals Company, Camden 1, Nevf Jersey.
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the core laminations selected. The coercive force, H , is the amount of
aiiipere-tums necessary to reduce the residual flvix, B , to zero and is
nearly a direct measurement of the force across an air gap* The merit
or true strength of the permanent-*iagnet is the energy content per unit
volime available to sustain flux in the external magnetic circuit and
the product B H is arbitrarily used as an indication of this energy con-
r c
tent, Alnico permanent-magnets appear to give the best compromise be-
tTfeen a high coercive foarce and high retentivity. C'^J • Alnico is an
alloy of aluminum, nickle, cobalt and iron. It is inexpensive, possesses
a high resistance to stray fields and heat, and exhibits practically no
loss of magnetization from shock or vibration.
In order to periait the manufacturing of identical magnetic reference
units requiring the same value of control current to give zero output, it
is desirable to be able to arbitrarily set the same value of reference
flux in each unit constructed without the expensive procedure of re-
quiring pennanent-^aagnets matched to close tolerance. By utilizing a
small permanent-magnet of round U configuration, the magnet may be ro-
tated in place on the laminations across the air gap until the desired
reference flux is established in the external magnetic circuit before se-
curing it in place w J^ie permanent-magnet used to produce the desired
reference flux for the experimental units assembled by the author tras a
type UY!9Pi; Garboloy"^ Alnico Grade H round U permanent-magnet. An air
gap in the center leg of the core of approximately three mils allovfed




sufficient fltix to be induced into the external circuit to obtain the
desired reference flux and still peraitted a small enough reluctance
in the center leg vrith the added T larainations to prevent ary notice-
able flux interference between the tvTo symnetrical msignetic circuits.
2» Considerations of the electric circuits.
V/ith the components of the magnetic circuit selected, the perform-
ance of the magnetic reference unit vrLll be detcmined by the character-
istics of the electrical circuits. As previously mentioned in Chapter
UI, the electric circuits are composed of a d-c control circuit, tvsro
symmetrical a-c gate winding circuits, and a d-c load circuit. The
schematic diagram for the electrical circuits is illustrated in Figure
11*.
In the design of the d-c control circuit, vre must consider the max-
iiBum value of reference flux obtainable from the permanent-magnet, the
variation of magnet strength between different magnets, tlie change of
input resistance to the control circuit with temperature variations,
windoiT area of the core available for vdjidings, the sensitivity expected
of the reference iinit, and the current demands on the source of the con-
trol current. From a control current source that is capable of supplying
a total of 300 ma load, if we arbitrarily select a d-c control current
of 20 ma as a reasonable current value to provide zero output current,
the number of control winding tiims required to cancel the reference flux
may be determined. From experimental measurements it was found that'
approximately l8 arapere-turns vrere required in the control windings to
cancel the maxiraum value of inference flux induced into the selected
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magnetic circuit by the liYPPii magnet. Therefore the maxiraum nvtnber of
control T/lnding turns for each magnetic circuit would be 900 turns. In
order to allow for variations in strength between different magnets of




IN Z 16 anipere-tums for each magnetic circuit.
Thus we may now rotate the round U magnet in order to establish a refer-
ence flux in the core material that establishes zero output current when
it is opposed by I6 ampere-tums from the control winding. In order to
maintain balanced cancellation of the reference flux in the tiTo magnetic
circuits, equal number of turns on the control winding bobbins is impor-
tant. Since the d-c resistance of the copi^er vrire of the control vnlnd-
ings "iTill change with temperature variations, it is desirable to have a
low d-c resistance in the coil to simplify temperature coinpensation of
the coil resistance. Therefore number 31 heavy fonnvar copper wire was
used for the control vfindings» By utilizing equations developed in
Chapter III to give range of magnitude values for the a-c gate winding
circuits, a first approximation design may be completed. The gate wind-
ing turns are primarily dependent on window area of the core available
for the vrlndings, the wire size, the oross sectional area of the core,
and the relationship betvfeen the maximum alternating flux density in the
core and the ims value of the required saturation sinusoidal voltage. For
selecting the nur;iber of gate winding turns the author used the approach
of fitting the gate vrindings to the v/inding area available v/ith the chosen
Uo

core configuration, then solving for the required mmiber of laminations
for a chosen value of saturation voltage, using equation 30. A one inch
nylon bobbin vriLth an available -winding area of .187 square inches
(238,000 circular nils) v/as used to support the >vindings, AllovrLng 2^%
of the total vfinring area for insulation virappings and lead connections,
there are 178,000 circular mils of area available for the control and
gate windings, ^sing 86,ii00 circular mils for the control winding leaves
91,600 circular mils for the gate vd.nciing» The vrLre size required for
tlie gate "windings can be determined from the required current carrying
capacity* The value of the gate vrinding resistance plus tlie forward
resistance of tlie diode vras estimated at 700 oiims. For a load, R^, of
500 olms and R 01 700 olims, a theoretical plot of equation 21 is sho;m
o
in Figure 15 for variation of Rt . This vj-oiad suggest a value of R^ of
approximately 60O oli^ns due to the effect of R upon the sensitivity noted
e
in equ;ation 28. Using tliese values the equivalent d-c resistance aroiuid
each loop, R^ , vfould be approximately 1,090 ohms. For a 3^ v (nas)
poirer supply and complete saturation of the core over the a-c half C3''cle,
the maxiniim current (rms) that woul*^ be ccjrried by a gate vri-nding would
be approximately 22.7 milliamperes, given by
Allordng one circular mil per milliarapere of current for the current
carr2,dLng capacity of copper wire, number 38 heavy forinvar copper vfire
7/ith an average cross sectional area of 23 circular mils was selected




M - available wiT^ding area _ 9( 6 oo cm. , y,^^^ ^ , .Nj - wire area " 2 5 CM. ' ^^'^° ^ ^^^^
Tlie theory of operation of the magnetic reference unit covered in
Gloapter III yiaa based on the premise of syTiimetrical gate vd_nding cir-
cuits • This v/ould suggest the requireraent of equal gate v/inding turns,
lav/ forv;ard resistance or matched diodes, and d-c resistances in the tiTo
gate windings as well as resistors B- matched to close tolerances. The
diodes should also have high back resistance to j^rovent significant de-
magnetizing effect on the cores, vfhich would result in an unbalance of
the required syT:iirietrical operation.
From manufacturer's data the maximum flux c ensity of hymi "80" is
given as approximately 80OO gauss (5l«6 Kilolines per square inch).
Selecting a saturation voltage in the vicinity of 30 volts (rms) to en-
s\ire saturation of the core during the half cycle of the a-c supply, vre
obtain the magnitude of net area required from equation 30,
A core constructed of seven type 52F six mil laminations in the end legs
gives a cross section area of 78.75 X 10-^ square inches. The satura-
tion voltage is predicted as
-8
E(^^5j
-4,44^fNgai^By„^x ^10 volts =29 volts Oh)
An estimate of the sensitivity of the designed unit, neglecting the
effect of the shunting capacitors, may be predicted from equation 29
i;2

after detertnining a value for the constant K, equation 27. From the
assumption that the significant reluctance of each magnetic circuit is





_ 2 Q J X 10"^ (35)
Trtiere
Thus
u - 1000 " approximate effective design permeability
d
1. r 1,25 inches = mean path length in end leg
a. = 73, 75 X 10 "^ square inches = net cross section
of end leg .
^--ZK ...J.^.^^J < ^.167 (36)2Rj+R, + R„ TR, + \\
It should be noted that the primary variable determining the maximum
sensitivity obtainable is the turns on the control ^vinding, which are
limited by the maxiinun value of reference flux tliat can be obtained in
the core material.
3, Considerations of environment.
Factors due to environment vfb-ich may affect the performance of the
magnetic reference unit are temperature, shock, vibration, humidity, and
stray magnetic fields. The most significant effects are due to stray
magnetic fields and variations of temperature. It was found necessary
to enclose the imit in a shielding can of magnetic metal to prevent the
ii3

induction of stray fliix into the core material from stray magnetic fields.
Any small effects from shock, vibration, and hiunidity may be minimized by
potting the reference imit in a suitable potting material, vrhich can also
serve the purpose of holding the unit in a fixed position inside the
shielding can» Effects of cliange of ten^^erature and methods of mini-
mizing these effects are discTissed in the following paragraphs.
The change of the air gap spacing, wJiich affects the value of the
reference flux, F . vd-tli changes of temperature, must be minimized to a
m
negligible value. One remedial approach to this problCTi is to support
the laminations irith supports made of matevial that has the same thermal
coefficient of expansion as the lamination material. From a manufacturing
vievrpoint this method has the disadvantage of requiring very precise
machineing and assembly of the supporting frame in order to set the appro-
priate air gap and have this air gap remain constant v/ith thermal expan-
sion of the laminations and supporting frame, A method of assembly used
by the author to provide a constant air gap iTith changes of temperature
from -50°C to-f80°C consisted basically of forcefully preventing the ex-
pansion of the core material* The assembled laminations were clamped
bet'^Teen the supports and the air gap length established by placing a
piece of 3 mil paper in the air gap space. The assembled core was iii>-
pregnated vrith Glyptal clear varnish \inder 28 inches of vacuum. The var-
nish was tlien hardened by baking at 65*^0, Ai'ter being mounted in place
and adjusted to provide a reference flux that could be cancelled by 20
milliamperes of control current, the round U pennanent-raagnet was so-
cured in place with a thin film of cement. The magnetic reference tmit
kh

constructed by tliis method of core assenibly gave zero output current
vrLth 20 milliarnperes of control current over the desired temperature
range, indicating a constant air gap. The core assenbly with magnet
and windings is sha\7n in Figure l6. Tliis method of assembly has the ad-
vantage of providing a simple method of manufacturing. It also ad-
mittedly has the undesirable result of causing strains in the core
material vrith temperature change, Hovrever, it is recalled from Chapter
IH that the circuit is not criticcOLly dependent upon the core material
as long as it conveniently saturates during the a-c half cycle of the
supply voltage and syrmetry is maintained, Tiiere may also be some
question as to the effect of possible slow annealing of the core mater-
ial over a long period of time due to the presence of the strain in the
material if the reference unit is operated in a constant temperature
region such as-^ 80^» The author cannot give a conclusive answer to this
question at this vrriting, Ha^rever, it is believed that the method does
provide such a simple and inexioensive means of manufacturing that fur-
ther long tenn tests to determine its effectiveness is warranted. Another
effect on the reference flux that can result from terarjerature cliange is
a change in the strength of the permanent-^nagnet. However, this change
of permanent-magnet strength is small over the temperature range of
-^"c toV-80*^C for an Alnico magnet,
V/ith the establishment of a constant reference flux, the largest
effect on the magnetic reference unit due to a change of temperature is
the change of resistance of t'le control Yrindings, Tliis effect requires
the inclusion of a negative temperature-coefficient netifork of resis-
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tors in series with the control vrLnding to effectively compensate for
tliis change of resistance. The net^vork may be composed of a temperature-
sensitive element which has a negative temperature coefficient, such as
thermistors or special types of ceramic resistors, and fixed resistors.
The fixed resistors are used to siiape the characteristics of the temper*-
ature-sensitive element so tliat the desired ciiaracteristics for the
compensating netvfork are obtained. One method £12J of calculating the
resistor components required to shape the characteristics of the temper-
ature-sensitive element consists of approximating the curve of R plotted
as a function of r™ by a rectangular hyperbola, vrliere
R_ is the desired termperature characteristic of the network and
r^ is the cliaracteristic of the temperature-sensitive element alone.
The resistance of the temperature compensating netvrork of Figure II4. may
be expressed as
Tfhich is of the general form of
vd~iere a, b, and c are positive coefficients. Equations (37) and (38)
are icentical if
R^ = b (39)
R3 = c-b (iiO)
Tlie procedure for determining the value of the positive coefficients b
and c basically consists of the follcr.Ting steps.
i+6

(1) From a plot of the resistance of the control windings as a
function of tenperatijxe, determine the desired temperatiire
characteristics of the netvTork to provide temperature compen-
sation.
(2) Plot R as a function r„ v/ith R as the ordinate and r as the
abscissa.
(3) Select tiiree points on the curve plotted in step (2) and con-
struct a rectangular lijrperbola passing through these three
points.
(U) Detennine the asyuiptotes, which are the coefficients b and c,
of this hyperbola in terms of R and r^ coordinates respectively
and the intersection of tlie hyperbola with the R axis vrhich
determines the ratio a/c.
The effect of temperature change on the synraetrical gate winding
circuits is limited to the differential teiiperatiire characteristics of
the semi-conductor diodes due to the symmetry of the circuit. This effect
may be minimized by the use of silicon diodes or if gerraaniim diodes are
matched for similar temperature cFiaracteristics.
U* Considerations of the magnetic amplifier.
As previously stated, the magnetic reference unit is an error de-
tector device and must be used vilth an aniplifier to form a regulated vol-
tage supply. Tl-ds amplifier should satisfy the requirements of high
pOTver gain and reliability, and should be able to furnish the desired
povrer output. A self-saturated magnetic amplifier circuit with external
positive feedback satisfies these requirements very vfell. Magnetic
hi

amplifiers with infinite gain at tliree points on their control character-
.
istics have been designed C^U ^''^ch have verj high gain when con-
trolled within the limits of their operating range. Tliis type of am-
plifier is well suited for use with the magnetic reference unit. Yi/hen
used with the magnetic reference unit to form a constant voltage supply,
the magnetic amplifier, as v/ell as the reference unit, vrLll also be affec-
ted by temperature change^ ThJLs effect of temperature change will cause
changes in the output voltage vrith clianges in temperature, but they can
be minimized by proper design and compensation of the an^lifier so that
the temperature compensating network of the control winding of the mag-






























COriSTRIXJTION TSCmJI^UES Al© TEST RESULTS
In Chapter IV, some raentions v/ere made of constraction tec'nniques
along with the discussions on resign considerations, vrhen it vfas believed
that these teclmiques liad an influence on component choice or configura-
tion. T'ne intent in tliis chapter is to present, vri.thout undue repe-
tition, a summary of construction tecimiques evolved during the con-
struction and testing of several magnetic reference units bj the vrriter
Wiiile on an industrial tour '.dLth the Pacific Coast Division, Aerovox
Corporation, lloarovia, California.
The primary problems to be considered by a manufacturer of the mag-
netic reference unit discussed in tliis paper are
(1) to provide a constant reference flux of selected magnitude in
the magnetic core under conditions of changing environment and
(2) to obtain symmetry to close tolerances in the gate vfinding cir-
cuits.
Techniques to solve the first of these tvio problems were disc issed in
Chapter IV. Tlie second may be broken do^vn into the problems of pro-
viding equal turns and resistance in the gate windings, equal resistance
characteristics for the diodes, and matched resistors Pu, Tests shared
that the resistors IL vrould have to be matched to approidmately .Ol'o.
Using 614.9.5 ohm resistors in the circuit, a change of ,07 ohns of un-
balance gave a noticeable output current of approximately 2,5 microam-
peres into a 500 oim load, V/ith five iTiicrofarad capacitors in the cir-
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cuit there was only a small v^iriation of sensitivity for values of IL
ranging beti/een 600 and ii.000 ohms vrith the best sensitivity obtained "vrith
about 1800 ohms. Due to the filtering actions of the c^acitors, this
did not strictly agree ivith the ^theoretical predictions of Figure l5
where the effects of the capacitors were neglected. Ilovfever, it did sub-
stantiate the prediction that an optimum range of values does exist.
From considerations of size and stability over the environmental
teraiDerature range, tantalum capacitors appear to be the most suitable
selection for the shunting capacitors.
The diodes used Yfere silicon junction diodes iivith the unique prop)-
erty of a low forward resistance (i;0 ma forvTard current with 1,5 volts
across the diode) and a liigh back resistance exceeding 10 megolmis. These
diodes meet the pircuit requirements very well but have the disadvantage
of being relatively expensive* It is also believed that the gold bonded
variety of germariiian diodes could be successfully employed.
Test results demonstrated that matching of the gate ivinding turns as
well as gate winding resistance is important* For ivlndings with d-c
resistances in the range of 500 olmi magnitudes, it was necessary/" to match
resistances to within about 0.1 ohms. Also it was noted that an unbal-
ance of trro turns for 3000 turn gate -tTindings produced the same results
as an unbalance of approximately 0.1^ of the gate winding circiiit resis-
tance. In order to alleviate the necessity of matciiing both gate wind-
ing turns and resistance during fabrication, a small potentiometer on
the order of 10 ohms value is incorporated in the circuit, illustrated as




tentioraeter can probably be utilized,
A simple method of assenbly and circuit balancing by which re-
producible magnetic reference units similar to the design presented in
Chapter IV may be constructed is outlined as follOT/s.
(1) Layer ivind the control and gate iTindings to exact design turns
on the v^inding bobbin, i,e, N z 800 turns and N - ItOOO turns
c g
for the design presented.
(2) Assemble the laminations and tvro bobbins to provide a tliree leg
core vri-th ari-ndings on the outside legs and the desired air gap
in the center leg,
(3) Plafce the assembled core in its sliielding can and connect the
gate -vTinding leads to the sjinmetrical external electric circuit,
(I4.) V/ith a sensitive galvanometer or millivolt meter connected to
the output leads (point C and D of Figure IJ4) adjust R, to give
k
zero output. This procedure vn'.ll provide symmetrical resistive
circuits, ViHien the resistance is properly matched, variations
of supply voltage magnitude vritliin the limits of saturation re-
quirements Trill not change the output from its aero value,
(^) Place the round U magnet across the air gap and replace the
assembled core in its shielding can. Connect the control vrLnd-
ing leads to the control circuit,
(6) Set the control current by adjusting the value of FL of Figure
111 to the Viilue selected to provide zero error output ciirrent
'^g - 20,00 ma) and then rotate the round U magnet ^Tith a non^
magnetic screwdriver tlirough a hole in the shielding can to es-
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tablish the reference flux required to give zero output.
The foregoing proceoures establish the reqirLred symmetrical elec-
trical circuits and the cesired level of reference flux. A inagnetic ref-
erence unit Yfas constructed accbrcing to the design presented in Chapter
IV and assembled hy the above procedures, A sunnnary of circuit com-
ponents and selected parameters are listed as follorfs:
N ^ = N « = 800 turns jfyi heavy fornvar copper v.are.
cl c2
N - N B liOOO turns //38 heavy formvar cop-oer yfire,
gl ~ g2
R z 10 ohjn potentiometer*
k
"
C^ r C^ = ^ uf
core: Fourteen type 52F 6 mil hynu "80" laminations.
Sixteen T type 6 mil hymu "8O" laminations,
air gap: 3 mils,
magnet: I4.Y9PI4. Carboloy Alnico II round U,
I - 20,00 ma d-c reference current,
c
a-G supply voltage = 35 volts (ms), hOO cps.
The sensitivity curves for this reference unit are plotted in Figure 13.
The reference unit also provided zero output current for a 20 ma control
current over the temperature range -50° C to^^ 80° C and for 10>j varia-
tions of supply voltage. This magnetic reference unit, incorporated in
a closed feedback loop -vvith a high gain self-saturated magnetic anq^li-
fier voltage regulator designed to furnish a stabilized 10 volt d-c
power source for load variations of 100 to 300 miUiamperes, can provide





The magnetic reference unit presented in the preceding cliapters
permits the formation of a basic reference based upon a dependable
pemanent-magnet. This reference unit can be combined vrith any liigh gain
magnetic amplifier to form a constant source of voltage or current vrliich
may range from small to very large values depending on the cesign of the
amplifier circuits. Both the reference unit and the magnetic amplifier
circuits are conQDOsed of stable static elements that provide a high de-
gree of reliability*
Some other devices tliat are more or less cormonly used for reference
purposes are the gaseous voltage regulator tube, a tliyrite network, the
saturating transformer and the reference voltage silicon junction diode.
Basically, the primary limitation of all regulator circuits depends upon
the difficulty of obtaining a completely stable reference device for the
desired operating conditions. The gaseous voltage regulator m.ay stabil-
ize at slightly different values when sv/itched off and on again and has
limited reliabilil^y under conditions of shock and vibration^ The thyrite
netvfork has a slarv response time and is suitable over a smaller ambient
temperature range. The saturating transformer is sensitive to changes of
both supply voltage frequency and temperatijre, vfhich may be minimized by
suitable compensation. The reference voltage diode is a relatively new
device Z~3_7 suid like the magnetic reference unit lias not yet attained
vfide application* It is also sensitive to changes in ambient temperature,
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the degree depending on the characteristics of the individual diode.
It has the advantages of small size, low power consumption and a proniise
of long life*
The primary disadvantage of the magnetic reference unit is also sen-
sitivity to temperature change, vfhich can be minimized over a wide temp-
erature range by the use of a siaple resistance compensation network.
Since the circuits of the reference unit are basically composed of two
parallel simple half-wave saturable reactor circuits, it will also have
an inherent minimum tLme delay of one half-cycle of the supply voltage
frequency.
It is believed that the problems of economically producing a stan-
dard magnetic reference unit as a miirketable item can be solved by use of
construction techniques similar to those presented in tiiis paper» V/ith
the development of a standard marketable unit, the magnetic reference
xinit can become another useful device for application to electronic cir-
cuits.
It is not the intent of this vrriter to advocate the acceptance of
one basic component device as a replacement for others. Sa.turo.ble-
reactor devices as well as tubes and semi-conductor devices are available
for application in the broad field of electronics. The c'esign engineer
should have a familiarity with ea'ch of these devices and consider the
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